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Veteran's Memorial Plaza
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American Legion Mall
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American Legion Mall, across from the
Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, stretches
for two blocks, from North Street to St. Clair Street. It
was designed to give perfect sight lines from the
Central Library, through the Mall, and to the main War
Memorial. At the north end of the Mall stands the
Cenotaph and the American Legion buildings.

(Obelisk Square)

Building "B" and the American Legion
National Headquarters

Veteran's Memorial Plaza, once known as Obelisk
Square, was completed in 1930. Originally the park
was almost completely paved. In 1976 landscaping
was installed and trees were planted. The park was
again re-configured in 2004 to return the “line of
site” aspects of the original architects’ plan.
Centrally located in the Plaza are the Obelisk and
Fountain. The Obelisk is a 100-foot shaft of black
Berwick granite, ornamented at its base by four
bronze bas-relief tablets, each 4 by 8 feet. The
obelisk represents “the hopes and aspirations of the
nation, a symbol of the power of nature to reproduce
and continue the life of the country," while the
tablets represent the four fundamentals on which
the nation's hopes are founded: law, science, religion, and education. They were set into place in the
fall of 1929 under the supervision of Henry Hering,
the primary sculptor of the plaza. The pinnacle of
the Obelisk is covered with gold leaf. The fountain
is 100 feet in diameter and made from pink Georgia
marble and terrazzo.

Soldiers and Sailors Monument
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The Indiana Soldiers &
Sailors Monument, located
“on the Circle” in the center
of downtown Indianapolis,
has come to symbolize the
city of Indianapolis and the
state of Indiana. Originally
designed to honor the memory of Indiana's Civil War
Veterans, it now commemorates the valor of all Indiana
military men and women in
all wars prior to World War I.
Since 1902, the Monument
has stood as a tribute to the
past and an inspiration for
the future as the only Civil
War Monument of its size in
America dedicated to the
common soldiers and sailors. More than 24,000
Hoosiers gave their lives to preserve the Union.
Indiana furnished a higher percentage of its men of
military age to the Union army than any other state
except Delaware.
Monument Circle
The circle on which the Monument now sits was
originally laid out for the Governor's Mansion, which
was completed in 1827. The Mansion, however,
was never occupied by a Hoosier governor. It was
torn down in 1857 and the circle became a city
park. In 1862, long before the Civil War ended, a
letter to the editor in the Indianapolis Daily Journal
suggested that the state build a monument to recognize “all from Indiana who fell in defense of the
Union.” Governor Oliver P. Morton suggested the
same in 1867. Finally, in 1887, the state legislature
made a grant of $200,000 and appointed a
Monument Commission. A competition for architects was held to submit designs for the proposed
monument. In early 1888, Bruno Schmitz, an architect from Berlin, Germany, was named the winner.
The Monument
The cornerstone for the Indiana Soldiers & Sailors
Monument was laid on August 22,1889. By the
time the Monument was dedicated on May 15,
1902, the complete cost of design and construction
was nearly $600,000. It has been estimated that
building a similar structure today would cost more
than 500 million dollars. The Monument is built of
gray oolitic limestone from the Romana quarries of
Owen County, Indiana. The foundation is 30 feet in
depth while the height of the main shaft to the top
of the Victory statue is 284 feet 6 inches. This
places the top of Victory’s torch appromately 300
feet above the surrounding streets, only a few feet
lower than the 305 feet one inch height of the

Building "B" is located on the northwest corner of the
Mall and was the first building constructed on the
Plaza. It was completed in 1925. Originally it was
the national headquarters for the American Legion.
In 1950, the Legion moved across the Mall to the new
American Legion National Headquarters. Located
inside the new headquarters are a library, museum,
and administrative offices. Building "B" now houses
the Indiana Department of the American Legion, the
American Legion National Auxiliary, and the Indiana
American Legion Auxiliary.
Sunken Garden/Cenotaph Square
Between Building “B” and the American Legion
Headquarters is Cenotaph Square, comprising the
Sunken Garden and Cenotaph. It was constructed in
1931 as a tribute to Indiana's war dead. The focal
point is a rectangular black granite cenotaph (raised,
empty tomb) resting on a low green and red granite
base, which in turn rests on a pavement of polished
red and green granite squares. It was originally
planned to hold the remains of the United States’ first
combat death of the Great War, James Bethal
Gresham of Evansville, Indiana. But Gresham’s parents wanted their son to remain buried near his
home. The Cenotaph remains an empty tomb, dedicated to all the dead of World War I. An inscription
on the north side memorializes Gresham.
World War II Memorial
Just south of the American Legion
National Headquarters is the World
War II Memorial, the newest structure on the Indiana War Memorial
Plaza. The design is similar to both
the Korean and Vietnam War
Memorials. It consists of a half-circle of granite and limestone, 18 1/3
feet in diameter. It is
considerably larger
than the
Korean and Vietnam
Memorials to reflect the relative scale of the conflicts.
During World War II,
over 400,000
Americans were killed,
and another half million were wounded.
Indiana lost almost

Statue of Liberty on
her pedestal in New
York Harbor.
The Astragals
Seventy feet above the
base of the Monument is
the Army astragal. This
bronze sculpture, designed
by Nicolaus Geiger of Germany,
represents the carnage of war, with
cannons, horses, flags, and fallen soldiers. Twelve feet higher is the Navy astragal.
The ships’ bows at the corners are modeled on the
Civil War steam frigate U.S.S. Hartford, the Union
fleet’s flagship on the Mississippi and at the Battle of
Mobile Bay in 1864. George W. Brewster of
Cleveland designed the Navy astragal. He also
designed the bronze Date Astragal 80 feet above.
The dates 1861 on the South and East sides and
1865 on the North and West sides commemorate
the start and end of the Civil War.
Victory
The crowning figure of the
Monument is the statue
Victory, also designed by
Brewster. She is 30 feet tall
including the eight-foot globe
on which she stands, and
weighs 19,300 pounds.
Unlike some of the statuary
on the Monument, the
description of Victory was
very precise; the original
commission’s report stated:
“Her right hand holds a
sword, the point of which
rests upon the globe, and
symbolizes the army to which
victory was due, while in her
left hand she holds aloft a torch, emblematic of the
light of civilization. The young eagle perched lightly
upon her brow is typical of the freedom resulting
from triumph and light.”
Artwork and Sculpture
Directly above the South doors is the Roll of Honor
commemorating Indiana's contributions to the War
for the Union (1861-65) and the War with Spain
(1898). The motto "To Indiana's Silent Victors"
appears just above the Roll and below the head of
Victory. Flanking the entrance are freestanding figures of a Civil War cavalry scout on the right, and an
infantryman on the left. Each figure was carved from
a single block of limestone. The round stone medallions on either side of the doorway are Corps
badges, representing the several corps of the Union

12,000 of her sons and daughters, while another
17,000 returned home bearing the painful scars of
wounds. Located on the concave side of the
Memorial is a weatherproofed computer with a database containing the names of all Hoosiers who gave
their lives in battle as well as many veterans who
survived the War. The convex side faces the street
and features excerpts from Hoosier soldiers’ letters
home to friends and family. A freestanding column
lists the order of campaigns and major theaters and
operations of the War.
Vietnam and Korean Wars
Memorial
This dual memorial was dedicated by Governor Evan Bayh at
the Indianapolis 500 Festival
Memorial Service on May 24,
1996. The two structures are
each segments of a 12 ? foot
diameter, 25-foot tall cylinder.
The Vietnam cylinder is slightly
larger to reflect the greater size,
duration, and number of casualties of that war. Both are situated so that their convex sides face the street. These
sides have engraved into them the names of the
wars, excerpts of letters written from Hoosiers in the
war to family and friends at home, and narrative outlines of the wars they represent. Inscribed in the
concave sides are the names of
the Hoosiers who were killed in
the wars. The Memorial was
designed by Indianapolis architect Patrick Brunner.
Vietnam Section of the Wars
Memorial
The Vietnam segment of the
Vietnam and Korean Wars
Memorial is located at the
southwest corner of the
American Legion Mall. On its
concave face are listed the
names of 1,525 Hoosiers killed
in Vietnam.
Korean War Section of the Wars Memorial
The Korean War segment of the Vietnam and
Korean Wars Memorial is situated just south of the
World War II Memorial, at the southeastern
corner of the American Legion Mall.
Inscribed on the concave side of
the section are the names of
the 927 Hoosiers who were
killed in action during the
war.

ernmost block of the Historic District. It was completed
in 1916. Like the Federal Building, this historic structure was already in place when the War Memorial and
Plaza were built. The exterior of the original classic
Greek building is Bedford limestone.
Conclusion
Though designed to honor the veterans of World War I,
the Indiana War Memorial Plaza is today dedicated to
all men and women of Indiana who have served in all
conflicts since World War I. The Plaza clearly expresses the urban planning ideals of the early 20th century
and contains the city's most significant grouping of
neoclassical architecture. The Indiana War Memorial
Plaza is truly one of America's most impressive public
settings and one of the nation's most outstanding war
memorials.

U.S.S. INDIANAPOLIS (CA-35) MEMORIAL 6
Located at Senate Avenue and Walnut Street on the
north end of the Canal Walk in downtown Indianapolis
is the National Memorial to the U.S.S. Indianapolis.
During World War II this
heavy cruiser delivered
secret components for the
atomic bomb to Tinian Island
in August 1945. On its
return voyage the
Indianapolis was sunk by a
Japanese submarine. Of
the 1197 men who went into
the water when the ship went down, only 318 survived. The Memorial was formally dedicated in 1995.
It is an outdoor site available to the public 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. Engraved on the south face
of the monument are the names of the ship's company
and one passenger who made up the final crew.

Marion County Public
Library
The Public Library is
located on the north-

Army. At the center
of the Navy astragal
on this side is a bust
of a naval officer. In
the southeast quadrant
of the monument
grounds stands the bronze
statue of James Whitcomb,
Indiana's Governor during the
Mexican War. In the southwest
quadrant is Franklin Simmons’ bronze
statue of Oliver P. Morton, Indiana’s great
“War Governor” of the Civil War years, and a major
supporter of building a Civil War Monument.
The East side of the Monument features a large cascade fountain in which over 5,000 gallons of water
flows per minute. Directly above the fountain is The
Dying Soldier group, designed by Rudolf Schwarz,
who was responsible for all the Monument’s stone
sculptures. Above The Dying Soldier, on the main
part of the Monument, is the statuary group War,
which features a battle scene with cavalry, infantry,
and artillery. In the center the fierce goddess of war
urges on the charge, while winged Victory in the
background holds the stars and stripes. The Navy
astragal on this face
of the Monument features a Federal monitor warship.
Above the door on
the North elevation is
a second Roll of
Honor commemorating Indiana's contributions to the War
with Mexico (184648), the Indian and
British War (1811-12),
including the Battle of
Tippecanoe, the War
of the Revolution,
including the capture
of Vincennes from
the British on February 25,1779, and the Mexican
Border Service of 1916. The entrance is flanked by
figures of a Civil War artilleryman on the left, and a
sailor on the right, as well as carved stone Corps
badges. As on the South elevation, above the tablet
is the head of Victory with the motto "To Indiana's
Silent Victors." The Army astragal on this side contains the state seal; the Navy astragal features a
common sailor at its center. In the northeast quadrant of the Monument circle is a bronze statue of
William Henry Harrison, General in the War of 1812
and at the Battle of Tippecanoe and the first
Governor of the Indiana Territory.
On the northwest quadrant is a statue of General

George Rogers Clark, representing Indiana’s part in
the American Revolution. Clark’s capture of Fort
Sackville at Vincennes ensured the transfer of the
Northwest Territory--future states of Indiana, Illinois,
Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin--to the United States
at the end of the Revolutionary War.
Just above the large cascade fountain on the West
elevation sits The Return Home sculpture. It portrays
the reunion of a returning soldier with his family. The
plow is representative of the tools of peaceful labor.
The sculptural group Peace, above The Return
Home sculpture, represents the homecoming of the
victorious troops, the happy reunion of families, and
the peaceful emblems of labor. In the center, the figure of Liberty holds the flag with the Shield of Union,
while at her feet a freed slave lifts up his broken
chains. Winged Victory hovers over the scene holding aloft the wreath of victory and the olive branch of
peace. The Navy astragal on this side of the
Monument features an ironclad warship of the type
used on the Midwestern Rivers in the Civil War.
Monument Interior
The lower level of the Monument houses the Colonel
Eli Lilly Civil War Museum. It is accessed at street
level on the southwest side. The museum portrays
Indiana's contributions to the American Civil War, the
war that saved the union from being split into two
nations and ended the institution of slavery. Exhibits
include aspects of camp life, the march to battle, the
battlefield, hospitals and medicine, prisoners of war,
the return of the soldiers, and the construction of the
monument. Two hundred thirty-one feet above the
balcony level of the Monument is the glass-enclosed
observation deck, providing a panoramic view of
downtown Indianapolis. Visitors reach the observation level by walking 330 iron stairs or riding an elevator, which takes them to step 290, and walking the
final flights.
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War Memorial Plaza
National Historic District

1

University Park

(University Square)

Benjamin Harrison
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Federal Building
Located just south of University Park is the Federal
Building. The building is not part of the Plaza but is
the southern most block of the Historic District. It
was originally built to house Federal courts, offices,
and the main city post office. The exterior is of
Indiana limestone and is detailed in neoclassical
style.
University Park (University Square)

The Benjamin Harrison statue honors an Indianapolis
resident who became
President of the United
States. Prior to his presidency, Harrison commanded the 70th Indiana
Volunteer Infantry Regiment
and was brevetted to the
rank of Brigadier General in
the American Civil War. The
statue itself is bronze, while
the remaining portions are
limestone. The plaza and
bench were designed by
Henry Bacon, the statue by
Charles Niehaus. The statue was unveiled in 1908.
Abraham Lincoln
At the southeast corner
of the park is Henry
Hering’s statue of
Abraham Lincoln.
President Lincoln is
cast in bronze, seated
in a chair, his right hand
raised in a gesture of
peace. Dressed in a
morning coat, Lincoln
sits on a shawl-draped
chair with his top hat
and gloves neatly
tucked beneath the
fringe of his chair.

Soon after the First World War, Indiana decided to
build a memorial to Hoosiers who gave their lives,
and to all service men and women who served during the “Great War.”
In 1920 the Indiana General Assembly created the
Indiana World War Memorial and Indiana War
Memorial Plaza. This five-block plaza, plus the city
block on each end, make a 7-block area known as
the Indiana World War Memorial Plaza Historic
District. In 1994 it was listed as a National
Historic Landmark. World War Memorial Plaza
Historic District. Closely related to this plan was
the effort to bring the American Legion National
Headquarters to Indianapolis. The Legion considered many cities including Minneapolis,
Washington, D.C., Kansas City, Detroit, and
Indianapolis. The proposed War Memorial Plaza
and the Indiana World War Memorial Building gave
Indianapolis the advantage.

University Park is located on the block just south of
the World War Memorial Building in downtown
Indianapolis. The area was originally set aside by
the Indiana Legislature in 1821 for a state university, which was never built. From 1833 the southwest corner of the block housed the Marion County
Seminary, several churches, and the city's first high
school--all in the same building. This building was
torn down in 1860. During the Civil War the
ground was used for drilling Union troops. After
the Civil War, citizens of Indianapolis established a
fund to develop the land into a park.

The Plaza displays the planning concepts of classical formality and grand monumental scale of the
"City Beautiful" movement of the early twentieth
century. Since its opening it has become one of the
most popular downtown areas for residents and
visitors alike. Architects Frank B. Walker and Harry
E. Weeks designed the Plaza, including the War
Memorial Building, in 1923.
Please visit us in person or on the Internet at:
www.in.gov/iwm

Toward the center of the park is the Schuyler Colfax
statue. Colfax, an Indiana native, was Vice
President under Ulysses S. Grant after the Civil
War. This was the first statue to be placed in the
park, originally at the southwest corner. Lorado Taft
designed it in 1887. The pedestal features many
symbols of the Independent Order of Odd
Fellows. Colfax wrote the organization’s “Rebekah Degree,” adopted
in September 1851, which
made the I.O.O.F. the first
national fraternal organization to allow female
members. The statue
was moved to its present location in 1919.

Pro Patria

The Memorial building rises 210 feet above street
level. Access to the balcony level from Vermont
Street is by a single monumental stairway rising
directly from the sidewalk. The main entrance is on
Michigan Street. Disability ramp access is also on
Michigan Street. A stepped pyramidal roof tops the
vertical mass of the shrine. Small lantern windows
are at the apex. Each side of the main building
has six columns set high in the walls. Above the
columns is a frieze with six large sculpted figures
representing, from left to right, Courage, Memory,
Peace, Victory, Liberty, and Patriotism.

Two small bronze sculptures flank the fountain: a
Wood Nymph and Pan. Myra Reynolds Richards
designed the originals in1923. Both sculptures are
now replicas due to theft of the originals over the
years.

Schuyler Colfax

3

The crown jewel of the Plaza is the Indiana World
War Memorial building. The main design elements
closely follow contemporary theories on the
appearance of the original Mausoleum (Tomb of
King Mausollus), one of the Seven Wonders of the
Ancient World. Initial work on the building was
begun in 1925. General John J. Pershing, commander of the American Expeditionary Forces in
Europe in World War I, laid the cornerstone on July
4,1927. Lieutenant General Hugh Drum, Deputy
Chief of Staff of the United States Army and
Governor Paul McNutt dedicated the newly completed Shrine Room on Armistice Day, November
11, 1933. The second of the two churches that
occupied the same city block as the Memorial was
finally demolished in the mid-1960’s, allowing final
landscaping of the grounds to be completed.

The centerpiece of
University Park is the
Depew Fountain, a
memorial to Dr.
Richard Johnson
Depew, a former physician in Indianapolis,
from his wife. The initial design was by Karl
Bitter; Alexander
Stirling Calder completed it after Bitter's
unexpected death in
1917. Bronze sculptures on the fountain
include jumping fish
and eight life-sized figures of dancing children holding hands.
The pinnacle features a cheerful dancing woman in
classical toga with a cymbal in each hand.
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INDIANA WORLD WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING

Depew Fountain

On the south
steps of the
War Memorial
facing
University
Park stands
the bronze
sculpture Pro
Patria. Pro
Patria is a
Latin phrase
meaning "for
country." The
sculpture, by
Henry Hering,
features a
young man
reaching
heavenward
and draped in
an American
flag. Pro Patria was cast in seven pieces by
Roman Bronze Works of Corona, New York and
took three years to complete. When set in place in
1929, the 24-foot sculpture was the largest bronze
casting ever made in America.
Interior of War Memorial
The building has
three main floors. On
the upper level is the
magnificent Shrine
Room. Symbolizing
peace and unity, the
room is made of
materials from all the
Allied nations and is
symbolic of the worldwide nature of World
War I. It is a solemn
setting that promotes

awe and a deep sense of respect for the sacrifice
of those who fought and died for the principles of
liberty, democracy, and civilization, in the World
War and in the wars that have followed. The
main floor houses exhibit space, administrative
offices, two 75-seat meeting rooms, and the 500seat Pershing
Auditorium. The
meeting rooms
and auditorium
are available
for public use
for a nominal
fee. Listed in
the building are
the names of
all Hoosiers
who participated in World War I. The building
also houses a FREE Military museum that portrays Indiana's military history from the
Revolutionary War to modern times. Among the
items on display are military firearms, uniforms,
artillery, captured uniforms, weapons, and equipment, a Mexican War era bronze 6 pound cannon
and limber, the battle control center of the fast
attack nuclear submarine USS Indinapolis, a
Korean War era helicopter, a nuclear capable
Navy Terrier missile, and a Desert Storm
Humvee.

